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AVICTOR TECH SUIT  
 

If you are a first time technical suit purchaser, we recommend trying our 
Fusion or Thresher technical suits. The Avictor is a HIGH LEVEL competition 

technical suit.  
 

AVICTOR TECH SUIT CARE:  
After use always rinse tech suit with cool water while the suit is on*Avoid washing hair and body while 
suit is still on. Then rinse again after the suit is off the body. 
Lay flat to dry inside out.  
DO NOT:  
Use hairdryer to dry suit 
Put in washer or dryer 
Use any kind of soap  
 
AVICTOR TECH SUIT RETURNS: 
Return policies differ between dealers. However, human error rips usually cannot be returned (finger 
holes, suit rip because too small, or rips from foreign object). If the suit is ripped because of human or 
manufacture error notify the dealer as soon as possible. The suit will not be replacement if over a 
certain period of time. Again speak to your dealer about their specific return policies. 
 

 If at a swim meet and the following issues happen swimmers CAN STILL SWIM in suit , but should take to dealer as 
soon as possible to see if return is possible: 

o Modesty panel peeling in female suits (caused swimmer constantly  pulling the suit up and to the side) 
o Small rip in fabric or elastic in the middle of the female open back key hole (caused when swimmer is 

putting the suit on) 
o Small rip in the front of the male high or normal waist suit (caused by swimmer putting the suit on) 

 
AVICTOR SIZING: 
Technical suit sizing differs from brand to brand. Do not assume you will be the same size across all 
swim brands. Please review the Avictor size chart.  
 
The Avictor female sizing is based on the Avictor closed back. If a female swimmer would like to 
purchase an open back use the chart and go 1 to 2 sizes up depending on muscle tone. The hip 
measurement is the most important measurement for female sizing. Make sure when measuring hips 
that you measure around the hips (about mid glute around). Our suit is NOT a compression suit. Do 
NOT try to get in the smallest size possible. The suit should fit tight and snug, but if the suit is taking 
longer than 15 minutes to put on the suit is too small. When the closed back suit is on it is normal to 
have a gap between the suit and the mid to low back and for the suit to feel not that the way up. 
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For male sizing it is 2 sizes down form their training suit size depending on how tight they want their 
tech suit. High suits are for swimmers that have larger leg and glute muscle and would like their suit to 
have more coverage. If they prefer to switch from a normal suit to a high suit they should go down one 
size. 
 
STRETCHING FEMALE TECH SUIT 
It is very important that the female tech suit is stretched before attempting to put on an unworn 
technical suit. Female swimmers should spend 10-15 minutes stretching out the suit along the bonding 
seams, the shoulder straps, and in the hip area. This will result in less rips and will be easier to put on 
during race day. See pictures below.  
 

 
 
HOW TO PUT ON THE AVICTOR 
Please refer to the videos below for tips on putting on the Avictor. It is important for both male and  
female suits to pull by the bonding seams. For the female suit make sure the legs are completely 
smoothed out before attempting to pull suit up over the hips.  
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUELhTa-zng 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq1THvTf6zw 
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